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RealWork Biometric Rifle Safe
Sku: 401011, 411011, 441011, 401013, 411013, 441013

Emergency System
When system has no power or can not be opened by fingerprint, please use emergency key to open the
safe. Remove the emergency key hole cover, and insert the key into the hole and turn the key to the right
to open the safe.

!

CAUTION: Please always keep the emergency key outside of
the safe.

Care Instructions
Do Not mix old batteries with new batteries.
Do not mix alkaline standard (Carbon-Zinc) or rechargeable (Nickel-Cadmium)
batteries
Recycling
Please dispose of batteries properly. Consult your local telephone listing for a
battery recycling center in your area.

Ambient temperature
oC (105oF)
maximum 40

Do not dispose of
batteries in
household waste

Do not throw
batteries into water!

Protect batteries
against heat and fire
risk of explosion

Recycling
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Package Contents

Resume Initial State
When opening, please take out one battery and press the start button to release power. Press and hold the
red reset button down firmly and install battery again. Continue holding red reset button firmly, the safe
will beep, 5 seconds later the system sounds two beeps, the green light turns on indicating the system is
in its initial state (Any finger print can now open safe).

A

Safe

B

External Battery Case

C

Emergency Keys

Low-Battery Warning
If red light turns on and buzzer sounds when pressing the start button, the system is in low-battery
status. Please replace old batteries with new batteries.

External Battery Case
When the safe is in low-battery status or power off, you can use the external battery case to power and
open the safe. The external power socket is located at the left fingerprint panel.

Carefully remove the contents from the package. If any parts are missing do not attempt to use the
product until they have been obtained and correctly installed.

Indicating Light

Start Button

External Power Socket
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Use emergency key system to open the safe first time: by using the hexagon wrench provided to remove
the emergency key hole cover, insert emergency key and turn it left to end, at the same time turn the
handle right to open the safe.

Handle
Emergency Key Hole Cover
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Install Batteries
Remove the battery box cover at the backside of door and install batteries properly (4 AA Batteries
Included).

Battery Box Cover
open
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Opening Safe For first Time

Red Reset Button
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Input Personal Fingerprint
When opening, please press the red reset button at the right backside of door, then the buzzer sounds a
beep and the fingerprint sensor screen flashes in red. Please put the finger on the sensor immediately. If
the buzzer sounds a beep and green light turns on, it mean the first time fingerprint was accepted. Don't
move away the finger, the buzzer will sounds two beeps. If the green light turns off, it means the personal
fingerprint is accepted successfully.The fingerprint system can collect 120 different fingerprints.

Close The Safe
Close the door and turn the handle to left to lock the safe

